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EMERGENCY ESCAPE SECURITY SCREEN.
HINGED FOR EASY CLEANING.
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Emergency Escape Security Screens
Invisi-Scape® Emergency Escape Security Screens offer a simple keyless 
escape method in the event of a fire or an emergency situation.

The need to escape through a window is one that we hope you 
will never require, however with the Invisi-Scape® System you have 
confidence in not only additional security but also the peace of mind  
of egress in an emergency. 

Internal Sash Handle
The integrated internal sash handle gives consistent clean lines around 
the internal sash frame. Its increased rigidity helps to reduce any flex 
when closing large screens.

Hollow Perimeter Frame
The Invisi-Scape perimeter frame has been developed to increase 
strength, reduce fabrication time and improve the frame aesthetic. 

By locating the screw flute into the hollow perimeter frame, fixings 
have now been concealed improving both the system’s security and 
high end finish.  

Flat Faced Sash
With its smooth external face and reduced frame width, the  
Invisi-Scape sash now allows for an increased open mesh area that 
provides not only greater visibility and increased air flow but also  
gives your home a more modern and contemporary appearance.

We’ve reduced the clearance between the sash and the perimeter 
frame to minimise any possibility of a pinch point for fingers and 
added bulb seals to removes noise from any screen movement  
under extreme weather conditions when the screen latch is closed. 

Configurations
Choose from a number of sliding or hinged configurations 
depending on the window opening application.

Screen Releaser Lever
The quick and easy “Press to Release” 
mechanism allows you to get out 
quickly in the event of an emergency. 

Simply press the lever to unlock and 
push open the screen in one smooth 
and easy motion. 

The handle releases the screen after 
only 20°of movement, aiding in a 
speedy escape when required.

Hinged Screen for Easy Cleaning

The Invisi-Scape Screen also doubles as  
a hinged screen for ease of opening  
and cleaning.

The screens are available as inward or 
outward opening and either top or side 
hinged, depending on the window type  
and opening size.

Side Hinged SlidingTop Hinged

BAL Rated 
Invisi-Scape® is BAL rated  
to protect your home 
against bushfires in areas 
from BAL-LOW up to and  
including BAL-40.
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